AURAMED presents new methods of success

The Holistic Concept for your Beauty and Wellness Institute

Increase profits for your business

- more attractability
- increase services
- magnetize new customers
- greater competence
- better client compliance
- stronger customer ties
- increase product sales
- higher product turnover
- additional benefits

with the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® - Biodynamical Electro-Chirogramme
The Demands of a Modern Customer on Your Institute

Nowadays many people have a holistic orientation and high expectations of the beauty, wellness and health industry. They aim to be perceived, understood, treated and consulted individually by the wellness counsellor on the multiple levels, of body, mind and soul. With the help of the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Biofeedback System you can meet the demands of the modern customer more easily.

Reflex Zone Biofeedback

The word biofeedback is an indication of biological control mechanisms. It is composed of the Greek word bio (= life, life processes) and by the English word feedback (= reaction). Reflex zones or somatotypes (derived from the Greek words soma = body and topos = place, location, area) are areas on the skin surface, which have connections to the internal organs and body structures. The interpretation of the energetic condition of a reflex zone provides a diagnosis of the regulating capacity of the inner organs and the psyche.

The Face

The one thing we cannot hide from the world is our face. It shows the whole truth about the energetic state of our organs, our thoughts, our emotional patterns and our consciousness.

Each wrinkle, each spot, each mark, the consistency of the skin, fluid retention, the form of the nose, mouth and eyes, the ears, jaw and much more provide information about the dynamic flow of life energy and the hidden inner workings of body and spirit.

In the face, a person is forced to „show her/his true colours“, quite literally (i.e. the colour frequency of the aura of his organs is revealed).

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Biofeedback System

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® is a modern, multifunctional diagnostic device for the PC, based on the biofeedback of the reflex zones of the hand. Within a very short time you receive a bioenergetic analysis of the reflex zones and the organs. Through this reflex zone biofeedback you receive profound
knowledge concerning the client’s bioenergetic field (aura), the condition of life energy of the individual organ zones and the organ network, potentials, and causes of interfering fields and paraesthesia.

The Functionality

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Biofeedback System is based on the latest computer technology combined with the basic principles of ancient healing sciences.

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® hand sensor is a receiver for high-resolution biomedical signals, which are taken from the reflex zones of the palm. Every 500 milliseconds (real-time) biodata is taken from at least 43 organ zones and transferred to the PC. There the data is processed and presented with the help of the software in various graphical displays.

The Biopulsar-Reflexograph® Biofeedback System is certified according to the European Guidelines for Medical Products CE Class 2a.

Biofeedback helps to increase health, self-awareness, well-being, charisma and success!

Biopulsar-Reflexograph® reflex zone biofeedback is an appropriate method for measuring the uniqueness of the energetic system and the individual reaction pattern of your client in a very short period of time.

Therefore, you have the ability to offer your clients manifold and profound services such as

- A great bioenergetical vitality check
- Analysis of interfering fields
- Compatibility measurements
- Testing of products, including energetic jewels, healing stones, cosmetics, nutrition, dietary supplements, etc.
- Aura and chakra analysis
- Holistic life counselling
- Health counselling and health care
- Wellness treatments based on the individual’s energetic system
- Reflex zone colour massages and much more
Aura and Chakra Analysis with Holistic Life Counselling

Often organ reactions are very sensitive to conscious or unconscious thoughts, feelings and emotional information. The interaction between body and psyche is emanated through the aura and the chakras in dynamic painted colour frequencies. The clairvoyant person can perceive this subtle radiation and understand these messages.

With an aura picture and an organ aura table the health counsellor can recognize very quickly the physical and psychical constitution, blockages and potentials. An aura picture lets the holistic oriented client feel perceived as a whole, physically, psychically and spiritually.

The aura picture and the extensive aura analysis (ca. 21 pages) are an important basis for holistic coaching for life management and product consultation. Therefore your cosmetic and wellness institute could be the qualified consultation partner.

The Emotional Problems of the Client

You certainly have already experienced that most clients open up and get all her/his problems off his chest during a treatment. Sometimes you find yourself doing the job of a psychotherapist or spiritual counsellor. Doing a life consultation for the client requires a lot of time and strength, but you do not get financial compensation for it. This can make you feel exhausted or even ripped-off.

Offering the holistic aura and life consultation officially, your work with the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® diagnostic system can distinctly enhance the attractiveness of your institute. Analysis of the aura picture is not only a good basis for the subsequent cosmetic and wellness treatment, but also for your turnover.

Great Bioenergetical Vitality Check

With the Biopulsar-Reflexograph® biofeedback system you can offer your customers a complex, bioenergetic measurement of the whole body through the reflex zones of the hands within a few minutes.

Therefore the client never has to disrobe. You receive the energetic syndromes of 43 organ reflex zones in a clearly arranged form. From this a well educated wellness consultant can read information concerning the vitality and state of health of the individual organ reflex zone, as well as the psychic constitution and even prognostic information of the client. In most instances the results of the biofeedback measurements correspond with the subjective feelings of the client.

Compatibility Tests

Reflex zone biofeedback measurement is an appropriate method of recording the individuality of the energetic system and the individual reaction patterns of the client in a very short period of time.

It is a sensitive means to test the effect of therapeutic products as well as cosmetics, Bach flowers, Schussler Salts, homeopathy, nutritional products and dietary supplements, healing stones, and much more, in a fast and safe manner. It shows whether...
the individual’s energetic pattern responds with side effects or allergic reactions.

The client can even react differently to equivalent products from different producers. Thus you can find products that show a positive effect with one client and effectuate nothing with another client who has the same symptoms.

With the reflex zone biofeedback measurements you can make a bioenergetically detailed test of the individual reaction pattern of a client on a specific therapy or product.

Health Care

Mostly disharmonies in the energetic supply field a long time before an organ manifestation is visible. This is the reason why patients complain about disturbances although the laboratory parameters are quite normal.

An advantage of the reflex zone biofeedback measurement is that energetic changes of the inner organs can be recognized long before the outbreak of the illness. With biofeedback measuring you can practice proactive health care in your institute.

Wellness Treatments with Reflex Zone Colour Massage

Throughout history man has used healing colours in order to bring body, mind and soul back into an harmonious original state. With special software based reflex zone colour massage a harmonic interplay of the inner organs can be achieved. This method is also applied for anti-aging and pain treatments.

Real beauty comes from the inside!
Auramed GmbH

As an innovative company for medical technology we are specialized in biofeedback diagnosis systems and holistic treatment concepts. Our Products are developed, manufactured and distributed worldwide as per high German standards. Auramed GmbH is certified according to ISO 13485.

We Offer:

- Biofeedback hand sensors in different variations
- Extensive software options for different concepts of diagnosis and treatment
- Individual combinations of software and hardware through customised product concepts
- Attractive price/performance ratio
- On-site product presentation through our sales representatives
- Comprehensive user’s training in our Auramed Academy and other certified training facilities
- Leasing and financing options (where applicable)

© Auramed GmbH